Web Development Course Sequence

Introduction to HTML

Introduction to JavaServer Pages

Intermediate Applications of HTML

Introduction to Flash ActionScript

Introduction to JavaScript

Intermediate Applications of Flash ActionScript

Intermediate Applications of CSS

Introduction to PHP

Advanced Applications of HTML

Intermediate Applications of Flash ActionScript

Advanced Applications of CSS

Intermediate Applications of JavaScript

Intermediate Applications of PHP

Advanced Applications of CSS

Intermediate Applications of JavaScript

Introduction to SQL

Introduction to AJAX

Advanced Applications of JavaScript

Introduction to jQuery

Advanced Applications of ASP .NET

No HTML Requirements

Other prerequisites:
- Introduction to Programming Concepts
- Introduction to VB .NET

Other prerequisites:
- Intermediate VB .NET & Introduction to SQL

Other prerequisites:
- Introduction to VB .NET & Introduction to SQL

No HTML Requirements

Other prerequisites:
- Advanced Applications of ASP .NET

Advanced Applications of ASP .NET

Other prerequisites:
- Introduction to SQL

Introduction to ASP .NET

No HTML Requirements

Introduction to SQL

Intermediate Applications of ASP .NET

Advanced Applications of SQL

Other prerequisites:
- Intermediate Applications of SQL